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From Bulbapedia, a community encyclopedia of Pokemon. Thunderbolt (Japanese: 10まんボト 100,000 Volt) is a damaging case of an electric type move presented in Generation I. It was TM24 in Generation I before losing its status in Generation II. It went back to time TM24 from Generation III to Generation VII, and was TM36 in Pokemon: Let's Go, Pikachu! and let's go,
Eevee!. In Generation VIII, it's TR08. It can be upgraded to a special q-Move Stoked Sparksurfer by Alolan Raichu, holding Aloraichium, and to a special q-Move 10,000,000 Volt Thunderbolt from Pikachu in the lid holding Pikashunium. The Generation I Thunderbolt effect is damaging and has a 10% chance of paralyzing the target. Thunderbolt cannot paralyze electric-type
Pokemon. Generations II to V Thunderbolt can now paralyze electric-type Pokemon. Thunderbolt can be used as part of a Pokemon contest combination, with the user receiving an additional four points of appeal if the charge was used in the previous turn. Generation VI Thunderbolt's power has been reduced from 95 to 90. It can no longer paralyze the electric type of Pokemon
once again, because of them are currently immune to paralysis. Thunderbolt can be used as part of the Contest Spectacular combination, with the user receiving an additional three points of appeal if the charge was used in the previous turn. Game Description StadStad2 Electric Type of Attack. Has one in ten chances to paralyze the goal. GSC Attack that can cause paralysis.
RSEColo.XD A strong electrical attack that can paralyze an opponent. RSE-A strong electrical attack. This can paralyze the target. A powerful ColoXD-A electrical attack that can cause paralysis. DPPtHGSSPBR Strong electrical explosion is lost on the enemy. It can also leave the enemy paralyzed. BWB2W2 Strong electrical explosion is lost on target. It can also leave a target
with paralysis. XYORASSMUSUMPESwSh Strong electric explosion falls on the target. It can also leave the target with paralysis. Learnset By Aligning by TM/TR By Breeding Pokemon Types ParentEgg Group Egg Move II IV VI VIII 179 Mareep Monster Field ✔ Bold indicates Pokemon benefits STAB from this step. Italica points to a Pokemon, an evolution or alternative form of
which RECEIVEs STAB from this step. According to Move Tutor In other Pokemon Mystery Dungeon series games in the Red Rescue Team and Blue Rescue Team, Thunderbolt is a step with 18 base power, 84% accuracy, and 10 PP. It damages all enemies adjacent to the user, and can cause them paralysis. In Explorers of Time and Darkness and Sky, the accuracy of the
move was reduced to 73.92%. Pokemon Conquering Stars: ★★★★: 45 Precision: 100% Effect: Has a 10% chance of paralyzing each target. Users: Grid assumes that the user is in a square, with a view to the right. Orange squares point to the affected spaces. Red squares point to on the hit Pok'mon. A blue square indicates the user's position after the move. Turn. GO Updates
Gyms and Raids July 30, 2016 February 16, 2017 Power: 55 → 80 Duration: 2.7 → 2.5 seconds Window Damage: 1.9 - 2.7 → 1.8 - 2.3 Seconds Description of the game Description MDRB Damages all enemies around the user. It can also cause paralysis and prevent any attacks or movements. MDTDS damages all enemies within the range of 1 tiles. It can also hit enemies within
the 1-tile range with a state of paralysis status. Pokemon with paralysis status has slowed down the movement and is incapable of action. BSL まわり てきポケモンに ダメジをあたえる しかも いっていポケモンは わざがだせないかくりつで まひじょうたいにかえる まひじょうたい Conq. A strong electrical explosion is lost in the target. It can also leave a target with paralysis.
MDGtI It damages nearby enemies. It can also paralyze the condition. With paralysis status, their travel speed goes down and they can't attack or use moves. SMD It damages nearby enemies. It can also lead to paralysis. Monopoly: Pokemon Exclusive Kanto Edition Move all the opponents to zapdos, roll the dice, and no matter who owns it, they all pay you 4 times the rental.
Also, if zappos is unowned, you can buy it from the bank. In the anime In the main series of Pikachu Delkatti Roth Pichu the enemy was hit by lightning from the user. Pokemon Method User is first used in Pikachu Pikachu notes releasing a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body to an opponent. Sometimes yellow sparks appear around Pikachu's tail and cheeks before the
attack. Ash Pikachu Showdown in Pewter City Debut Multiple Pikachu Battle aboard St. Ann's No Pokemon League Entrance Exam Instructor Pikachu Final Test No Richie Sparky Friend in The Case No Mewtwo's Pikachutwo Mewtwo Returns No Volkner to Pikachu Flint Sparks Fire! No Narissa is the same one in the form of Pikachu dealing with a fierce double ditto drama! Used
through Niriss's Transformation Same Two in the form of Pikachu deal with a fierce double ditto drama! Used through the Ayumi's Transformation in Pikachu BWS01 No Mirror of Ashes Pikachu Cave Mirrors! No few Pikachus called Hoopa Hoopa and Clash of The Ages No Jimmy Spike Battling on full volume! No Ash Pikachu (M20) I choose you! No boss of Pikala Plethora
Pikachu! Neither cheek is Raichu Raju crackling with yellow electricity, and he releases a lot of powerful bolts or one bolt of yellow electricity from his body on the enemy. Lieutenant Surge in Raichu Electric Shock Showdown No Katrina Raichu Lights, Camera, Kwak-Tion No Ellen Raichu Soft 'N Wooly No Wild Raichu Legend of Thunder! No Wild Raichu as clear as crystal no
Abigail Sugar Cooking Sweet Story! No Raichu Ash used briefly to camp it out! No Flint Folkner's Raichu is lighting a fire! No Tierno Raichu Good Friends, Great Learning! No Raichu Vazquez's Destination: Coronation! No Electabuzz Electabuzz releases powerful yellow lightning bolts from his horn or body, or Electabuzz puts his hands up and shoots shoots yellow lightning from
the enemy's hands. Casa Electabuzz Showdown in Dark City No Trainer Electabuzz Pikachu Re-Volts No Drake Electabuzz Enter Dragonite No Electric Company Electabuzz Current Events No Dr. Nambaabuzz Promise No Wild Electabuzz As Clear as Crystal No Macy's Electabuzz Love, Pokemon Style No Elect No wild Electabuzz I choose you! Neither Magneton magnets
glow yellow or white, and a powerful bolt of yellow electricity is not released from them on the enemy. Trainer Magneton Mewtwo Strikes Back No Ethan 6 Get Together, Little Pokemon No Jackson Magneton Tie One On! Not a few wild Magneton Watt with Wattson No Wild Magneton All Torkoal, No Play No. No Wild Magneton Show Me Metal! No magnemite of Magnemite
releases a powerful bolt of yellow or white electricity from its magnetic tips or his body on the enemy. Wild Magnemit Pikachu Re-Volts No Ethan in Magnemite Get Together, Little Pokemon No Ethan Number 6 Get Together, Little Pokemon No Wild Magnemite as Clear as Crystal No Anthony Magnemit You Told Roth! No Magnemit Alyssa Another kind of Misty No A Few Wild
Magnemit Watt with WattsOn No A Few Wild Magnemite All Torkoal, No Play No zero Magnemit Giratina and Sky Warrior No Magnemit Professor Kodama Sticking Who With You Know! Not a single wild Magnemit expedition to Onix Island! No some wild Magnemit Iris and Rogue Dragonite! No Magnemite Campus Reunion Academy! No Jolteon Jolteon releases a powerful bolt of
yellow electricity from his body on the enemy. Sometimes, yellow sparks appear around his body before he launches an attack. Coach Jolteon Pikachu Re-Volts No wild Jolteon as clear as Crystal No Volkner Jolteon's Eighth Wonder Of the World Sinnoh! No Virgil Jolteon Eevee Team and Pokemon Rescue Squad! No one's Persian eyes glow yellow. He then releases a powerful
bolt of yellow electricity from his body at the enemy. The coach of persian Mandarin Island Miss Match No Starmie Starmie releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from his body on the opponent. Rudy Starmie Misty meets her match No Wild Starmie Going for Gold! No zapdos zapdos body becomes surrounded by electricity, then it shoots tons of small lightning at the enemy
that cause huge damage. Wild Zapdos Power Of One No Wild zappos As clear as Crystal No Mirage zappos merged with the mirage Mewtwo Mastermind Mirage Pokemon No Wild Zapdos Electrifying Fury! No Dragonite Dragonite charges electricity in its antennas and then releases a ray of yellow electricity on the enemy from Drake's Dragonite Enter the Dragonite None Voltorb
Voltorb releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Wild Voltorb As clear as Crystal None Multiple Wild Voltorb Watt with Wattson No A Trainer Voltorb Pearls are spoink's best friend No Christopher and Ginny Voltorb May Egg-Cellent Adventures No Ampharos Ampharos releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from the ears or body on the
opponent. Sometimes, yellow sparks appear around his ears before he uses the attack. Wild Ampharos as clear as Crystal No Ampharos Train Crew Ampharos frozen on its tracks! No Elekid Elekid rotates his hands or releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from the horn on the enemy's head. Casey Elekid Here's Lookin' on You, Elekid No Wild Elekid Reversing accusations
No Sigzagun Sigzagun body becomes surrounded by yellow sparks, and he releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity on the enemy. Victor Winstrat in Sigzagun Candide Camerupt! No Delcatty Delcatty squats down and his body becomes surrounded by yellow sparks. He then releases a powerful bolt of lightning from his body into the air, which strikes the enemy. Dr. Abby
Johnny Delcatty Got Your Tongue No Minun Minun releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Wild Minun Destiny Deoxys None Plusle Plusle releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Wild Plusle Destiny Deoxys No Linoone Linoone body sparks with electricity and he releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from his
body at the enemy. Kimmy Shoney in tokin Showdown At Linoone No electrode electrode releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body on the enemy. The electrode trick coordinator and the help of None Meowth Yellow sparks surround Myaut's body, and he shoots a bolt of yellow lightning from his body at the enemy. Tyson's meut as the meow to the flame No Pichu
Pichu cheeks become surrounded by yellow static and he releases a few bolts of yellow electricity from his body on the opponent. Two wild island Pichu Pikachu Adventures No Pichu under the care of Normajean in Brockster is in! Neither Electivire electivire releases two bolts of lightning from two horns on the enemy's head. Gary Electivire Home Where's the Beginning! No Luxio
Luxio releases a yellow beam of electricity from his body on the enemy. Wild Luxio Rise Darkrai No Shinx Shinx releases a yellow beam of electricity on the enemy from his body. Wild Shinx Rebellion Darkrai No Electrike Electrike releases a beam of blue electricity from his body to the enemy. Jaco's Electrike The Electrike Company! No body of Koming Coffing is surrounded by
yellow electricity and does not launch several rays of yellow electricity into the enemy from his body. Giant ggrang tag! We have it ...! No Lanturn front ball on Lanturn antennas glow yellow and Shoots a beam of electricity from the ball at the enemy. Lanturn Kayla Pruning Passel Pals! No Rattat Rattata lets a bolt of yellow electricity from his body onto the enemy. Rent a student
Rattata Camping it! No Luxray Luxray releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body on the enemy. Luxray One Team Loan, Two Teams, Red Team, Blue Team! No nidong nidoking in the horn sparks with yellow electricity, and it releases a ray of yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Paul Nidoking Pyramid Fury! No body glameow Glameow is surrounded by
yellow sparks and it shoots a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from its body on the opponent. zoey in the Glameow Grand fight for victory! No body of Raika Raikov is surrounded by yellow static color, and then it surrounds his body with yellow electricity. He then shoots a beam of electricity from his body at the enemy. Raiko (M13) zoroark: Master of Illusions The body of Shuppet
Schuppet is not surrounded by yellow sparks of electricity. He then shoots a beam of electricity from his body at the enemy. Grings Kodai's Shuppet Soroark: The Master of Illusions No Lickilicky Lickilicky Body becomes surrounded by yellow electricity and it releases a ray of yellow electricity from his body on the enemy. Conway's lykiliks are working on the right movement! No
watchog watchog cheek releases yellow sparks of electricity, which are then moved throughout the body. His body then becomes surrounded by yellow electricity, and he shoots a beam of yellow electricity from his body at the enemy. Lenora Watchog Battle according to Lenora! No body Of Audino Audino is surrounded by yellow electricity and does not shoot a beam of electricity
from his body to the enemy. Audio Nurse Joy, where did you go, Audino? No Joltik Joltik releases a powerful explosion of yellow electricity from his body on the enemy or joltik body becomes surrounded by yellow electricity and he shoots a ray of electricity from his body on the enemy. Sylvester Joltik Reunion Battles in Nimbas! No few wild Joltik meltdowns in Chargestone Cave!
No eelektros Eelektross body is surrounded by yellow static. He then becomes surrounded by yellow electricity and shoots a beam of yellow electricity from his body at the enemy. Emmett's Eelektross Lost on Stamp Rally! Not a single Kendrick in the Eelektross curtain up, Unova League! No Rousset's Eelektross Strong Strategy Steals Show! None of Mincino Mincino's body is
surrounded by yellow electricity and shoots several beams of yellow electricity from his body at the enemy. Mincino Crisis Bianca in chargestone Cave! Not a single body of Galvantula Galvantula is surrounded by yellow electricity and does not shoot a ray of electricity from his body into the enemy. A few wild Galvantula meltdowns in The Chargestone Cave! Neither of the two
Galvantula Nanette imagines new places ... Familiar faces! Not a single wild team galvantula Pokemon Power Plot! No wild Galvantula Meut, Colress and team rivalry! Neither Thicke Galvantula Silan nor the case of witness Purrloin! No Sigilyph Sigilyph creates a black portal laid out in white in front of him. He then fires a beam of yellow electricity out of it at the enemy. Wild
Sigilyph Explorers Ruins Hero! Used through the Mirror Move Gothitelle Gothitelle the body becomes surrounded by yellow electricity and he shoots several rays of yellow electricity from his body at the enemy. Caitlin Gottel Jostling at the Junior Cup! Ferrottor Ferrotorn's body does not spark electricity and does not release a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from the body of the
enemy. Cameron's Ferrotorne Road to Humilo! No body of zebstrika zebstrik sparks with electricity, and he releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from his body on the enemy. Stefan's zebstrik curtain up, League of Unov! No body of Magneson Magneson sparks with electricity, and it releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from his body on the enemy. Barrett's Magnezone
Secrets of the Fog! No zekrom thorn on the head of the zekrom glows yellow and sparks with yellow electricity. He then fires a stream of electricity towards the enemy. Ashe Goodbye in Ashe's dream, Unova! Installing Sail for new adventures! No body of Rotom Rotom sparks with electricity, and he releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from his body on the enemy. Professor
Oak in Rotom catch Roth! No two wild Rotom catch Rotom! Not a single wish of Weston Rothom Rothom! No body of Manectric Manectric sparks with electricity, and it releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from its body on the enemy. Officer Jenny in Manectric Care Furfrou! Not a single Manectric collection of Celosia in the cave Terminus! No heliosca heliolisk body sparks
with electricity, and it releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from its body on the enemy. Clemont Heliolisk Clemont has a secret! No Pikachu Rock Star releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Frank's pikachu lights! Camera! Pika! No Pikachu Rock Star Dance Debut! Pokemon TV segment Pikachu Pikachu, Ph.D. releases a powerful bolt of
yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Frank's pikachu lights! Camera! Pika! No Pikachu Pikachu Libre releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body on the enemy. Frank's pikachu lights! Camera! Pika! No Pikachu Libre MasterClass of Choice! Pokemon TV segment Pikachu Pikachu Belle releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body to an
opponent. Pikachu Belle XY105 Pokemon TV segment Mismagius Misamgius releases one or more bolts of yellow electricity from gems on his body to the enemy. Mismagia Lusamina saves the Reluctant! No body of Myaut Alolan Myut sparks with electricity, and he releases a powerful bolt of yellow lightning from his body on the enemy. Meut Matori True to form! There are no
yellow sparks around Meltan's tail. Meltan then releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from its body on the opponent. Ash Meltan Show Me Metal! No Raichu alolan Raichu cheeks a bang with yellow electricity, and he releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body at the enemy. Howe Raichu Fighting Besties! No Naganadel Naganadel releases a powerful bolt of
yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Ash Naganadel and move showdown! No Patrat patrat releases a powerful bolt of yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Patrat Trainer Little Rocket R and R! None in the Pokemon Origin Jolteon Rhyhorn Opponent struck a lightning bolt from the user. The Pokemon Method User is first used in Jolteon Jolteon notes releasing
several bolts of yellow electricity from his body to the enemy. Red Jolteon File 2: Cubone Debut Rhyhorn Rhyhorn's horns crackle with yellow electricity. He then forms a ball of yellow electricity in front of his horn and shoots at the enemy. Giovanni in Rhyhorn File 3: Giovanni No in Pokemon Generations in Pokemon Masters animated trailer in manga in Ashes and Pikachu Manga
In The Electric Tale of Pikachu Manga Starmie User releases a blast of electricity from his body on the enemy. The Pokemon Method User First chapter used in Starmie Starmie notes releases an explosion of electricity from his body to the enemy. Rudy Starmie You put his wife debut in the film adaptation of the Pokemon Adventures manga in Pokemon Battrio: Aim to be Battrio
Master Manga Electivire User releases a bunch of electricity. The Pokemon Method User First chapter used in the Notes Electivire Electivire punches the ground and electricity from the fist to release to the enemy. Bash Electivire ABM10 Debut in Pokemon Colosseum Snatchers Manga in the Pocket of Monsters Diamond and Pearl Manga In Pokemon Gold and Silver: Golden
Manga Boys In Pokemon Gotta Catch 'Em All Manga in Pokemon Pocket Monsters Manga In Other Generations Of The Main Game Series, use of Thunderbolt or Thunder can lead to a game of You can fix this by disabling Battle effects in the options menu. In console games, Thunderbolt is shown to go straight ahead to the opposite Pokemon, while in portable games, shown,
going straight down. Because of Pikachu Ash, using this move as some of the earliest episodes of anime, this is one of the most popular moves throughout the series. The Japanese name Thunderbolt (10まんボト) corresponds to Raichu's records in Pokedex, which state that its electrical attacks can reach up to 100,000 volts of electricity. In Pokemon Red and Green, the combat
effect for Thunderbolt contains several more, short flashes compared to the animation in Pokemon red and blue. The movement of the animation is probably softened to prevent epileptic seizures. In Climbing the Wall!, Ash revealed that Thunderbolt is his favorite move. Thunderbolt is the only step that can be upgraded to several exclusive th-Moves: Alolan Raichu's Stoke
Sparksurfer and Pikachu's 1,000,000 Volt Thunderbolt. Thunderbolt is one of three attacks amplified in new moves in Pokemon Adventures manga, other razor leaves and thunder. In other languages Language Title Chinese Cantonese ⼗萬伏特 Sahpmaahn Fuhkdahk *⼗萬伏特電擊 Sahpmaahn Fuhkdahk Dihngīk *10萬伏特 Sahpmaahn Fuhkdahk *⼗萬Watt電⼒ Sahpmaahn
Watt Dihnlihk * Mandarin ⼗萬伏特 / ⼗万伏特 Shíwàn Fútè *10萬伏特 Shíwàn Fútè * Czech Bleskový útok Danish Tordenkile Dutch Bliksemstraal Finnish Ukkosisku*Salamaisku (original series)Salamapallo (M05-M07) French Tonnerre German Donnerblitz Greek 100,000 Βόλτ Vólt Hebrew קרב תכמ   Makat Barak Hungarian Mennykőcsapás Indonesian Seratus Ribu Volt Italian
FulmineSuperfulmine (anime, season 1-10) Korean 백만볼트 Baekmanbolteu (Pokémon anime)10만볼트 Sip(10)manbolteu (Pokémon Origins, In game, Comics) Norwegian Tordenkile Polish Piorun*Piorunujący Atak*Grom*Elektrowstrząs*Błyskawica*Uderzenie Gromu*Elektrocios*Elektroatak*Piorun Kulisty*Elektroszok*Elektrogrom*Elektryczny Grom*Piorunowy Atak*Moc
Piorunów*Dziki Piorun*Piorunujący Wstrząs*Piorunujący Cios*Sto Tysięcy Wolt* Portuguese Brazil Relâmpago (games, TCG, PS038, PS085-present)Choque do Trovão (anime , PS011-PS028, PS042-PS062, PS490) Portugal Relyampago Romanian Traesnet Russian Kadar Lightning Serbian Munya Spanish Latin America Mega Desarga (EP014)Trueno (EP024)AtactruenoRayo
(DP105) Spain Rayo Swedish Oscattak Asstetochetol Thai ๑๐๐๐๐๐ โวลต 100,000 won Vietnamese 100 Ngan Won Điện 100 Ngan Vaughn Variations of the movement of flamethrower when does pikachu learn thunderbolt fire red. when does pikachu learn thunderbolt sword. when does pikachu learn thunderbolt in pokemon brick bronze. when does pikachu learn thunderbolt gen
1. when does pikachu learn thunderbolt shield. when does pikachu learn thunderbolt in ultra sun. when does pikachu learn thunderbolt let's go. when does pikachu learn thunderbolt pokemon sun
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